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Vision of the department
To develop expertise of budding technocrats by imparting technical knowledge and
human value based education.
Mission of the department
A. Equipping the students with technical skills, soft skills and professional attitude.
B. Providing the state of art facilities to the students to excel as competent professionals,
entrepreneurs and researchers.
Program Specific Outcomes
PSO1. An ability to design, develop and implement computer programs in the areas related
to Algorithms, Multimedia, Website Design, System Software, DBMS and
Networking.
PSO2. Develop software systems that would perform tasks related to Research, Education
and Training and/or E governance.
PSO3. Design, develop, test and maintain application software that would perform tasks
related to information management and mobiles by utilizing new technologies to an
individual or organizations.
Program Educational Objectives
PEO1. The graduates will utilize their expertise in IT industry and solve industry
technological problems.
PEO2. Graduates should excel in engineering positions in industry and other organizations
that emphasize design & implementation of IT applications.
PEO3. Graduates will be innovators & professionals in technology development,
deployment & system implementation.
PEO4. Graduates will be pioneers in engineering, engineering management, research and
higher education.
PEO5. Graduates will be good citizens & cultured human being with full appreciation of
importance of IT professional ethical & social responsibilities.

Program Outcomes:
• PO1. Engineering Knowledge
• PO2. Problem Analysis
• PO3. Design/Development of Problem
• PO4. Conduct Investigation of Complex Problem
• PO5. Modern Tool Usage
• PO6. The Engineer and society
• PO7. Environment and Sustainability
• PO8. Ethics
• PO9. Individual and Team work
• PO10. Communication
• PO11. Project Management
• PO12. Life Long Learning

Lab Outcomes:
Students will be able:
1. To learn the various types of databases and their advanced applications.
2. To understand how and where databases are used in industry.
3. To examine the requirements on special databases.
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FOREWARD

It is my great pleasure to present this laboratory manual for Third year engineering students
for the subject of ADVANCE DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM keeping in view
the vast coverage required for process involved in database design.

As a student, many of you may be wondering with some of the questions in your mind
regarding the subject and exactly what has been tried is to answer through this manual.

As you may be aware that MGM has already been awarded with ISO 9000 certification and it is
our endure to technically equip our students taking the advantage of the procedural aspects of
ISO 9000 Certification.

Faculty members are also advised that covering these aspects in initial stage itself, will
greatly relived them in future as much of the load will be taken care by the enthusiasm
energies of the students once they are conceptually clear.

Dr H H Shinde
Principal

INDEX

DISTRIBUTED DATABASE:
1. Consider a distributed database for a bookstore with 4 sites called S1, S2, S3 and S4.

Consider the following relations:
Books ( ISBN, primary Author, topic, total Stock, price )
Book Store (store No, city, state, zip, inventoryValue )
Stock (store No, ISBN, Qty )
Total Stock is the total number of books in stock and inventory Value is the total inventory value for
the store in dollars.

Consider that Books are fragmented by price amounts into:
F1: Books: price up to $20
F2: Books: price from $20.01 to $50
F3: Books: price from $50.01 to $100
F4: Books: price $100.01 and above
Similarly, Book Stores are divided by ZIP codes into:
S1: Bookstore: Zip up to 25000

S2: Bookstore: Zip 25001 to 50000
S3: Bookstore: Zip 50001 to 75000
S4: Bookstore: Zip 75001 to 99999
Task: Write SQL query for the following
1. Insert and Display details in each table.

2. Find the total number of books in stock where price is between $15 and $55.

3. Update the book price of book No=1234 from $45 to $55 at site S3.

4. Find total number of book at site S2.

2. Implement deadlock detection algorithm for distributed database using wait-for graph and test with the

following information.

Consider five transactions T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5 with
T1 initiated at site S1 and spawning an agent at site S2
T2 initiated at site S3 and spawning an agent at site S1
T3 initiated at site S1 and spawning an agent at site S3
T4 initiated at site S2 and spawning an agent at site S3
T5 initiated at site S3
The locking information for these transactions is shown in the following table

Transactions

Data items Locked Data Items
by transactions
transaction is waiting
for

T1

X1

Site involved
in operation

X8

T1

X6

X2

S1
S2

T2

X4

X1

S1

T2

X5

-

S3

T3

X2

X7

S1

T3

-

X3

S3

T4

X7

-

S2

T4

X8

X5

S3

T5

X3

X7

S3

Produce local wait-for graph for each of the sites and construct global wait-for graph and check for
dead lock.

OBJECT ORIENTED DATABASE:

3. A University wants to track persons associated with them. A person can be an Employee or Student.

Employees are Faculty, Technicians and Project associates. Students are Full time students, Part time
students and Teaching Assistants.

a) Design an Enhanced Entity Relationship (EER) Model for university database.

Write OQL for the following
i. Insert details in each object.

ii. Display the Employee details.

iii. Display Student Details.

iv. Modify person details.

v. Delete person details.

b) Extend the design by incorporating the following information.

Students are registering for courses which are handled by instructor researchers (graduate
students). Faculty are advisors to graduate students. Instructor researchers’ class is a category

with super class of faculty and graduate students. Faculty are having sponsored research projects with a

grant supporting instruction researchers. Grants Are sanctioned by different agencies. Faculty belongs to

different departments. Department is chaired by a faculty. Implement for the Insertion and Display of

details in each class.

PARALLEL DATABASE:
4. Consider the application for University Counselling for Engineering Colleges. The college, department

and vacancy details are maintained in 3 sites. Students are allocated colleges in these 3 sites

simultaneously. Implement this application using parallel database [State any assumptions you have

made].

5. There are 5 processors working in a parallel environment and producing output. The output record

contains college details and students mark information. Implement parallel join and parallel sort

algorithms to get the marks from different colleges of the university and publish 10 ranks for each

discipline.
ACTIVE DATABASE:
6. Create triggers and assertions for Bank database handling deposits and loan and admission database

handling seat allocation and vacancy position. Design the above relational database schema and

implement the following triggers and assertions.

a. When a deposit is made by a customer, create a trigger for updating customers account and

bank account

b. When a loan is issued to the customer, create a trigger for updating customer’s loan account

and bank account.

c. Create assertion for bank database so that the total loan amount does not exceed the total

balance in the bank.

d. When an admission is made, create a trigger for updating the seat allocation details and

vacancy position.

DEDUCTIVE DATABASE:
7. Construct a knowledge database for kinship domain (family relations) with facts. Extract the following

relations using rules.

Parent, Sibling, Brother, Sister, Child, Daughter, Son, Spouse, Wife, husband, Grandparent,
Grandchild, Cousin, Aunt and Uncle.
WEKA TOOL:
8. Work with Weka tool classification and clustering algorithms using the given training data and test with

the unknown sample. Also experiment with different scenarios and large data set.

RID
1
2
3
4

Age
Youth
Youth
Middle_aged
Senior

Credit
rating

Class – Buy’s
Computer

Income
High
High

Student
No
No

Fair
Excellent

No
No

High

No

Fair

Yes

Medium

No

Fair

Yes

5

Senior

Low

Yes

6

Senior

Low

Yes

Excellent

No

Low

Yes

Excellent

Yes

7

Middle_aged

8

Youth

9

Youth

Medium
Low

Fair

Yes

No

Fair

No

Yes

Fair

Yes

Fair

Yes

10

Senior

Medium

Yes

11

Youth

Medium

Yes

Excellent

Yes

Excellent

Yes

12

Middle_aged

Medium

No

13

Middle_aged

High

Yes

Medium

No

14

Senior

Fair
Excellent

Yes
No

QUERY PROCESSING
9. Implement Query Optimizer with Relational Algebraic expression construction and execution plan

generation for choosing an efficient execution strategy for processing the given query.

Also design employee database and test the algorithm with following sample queries.
a) Select empid, empname from employee where experience > 5

b) Find all managers working at London Branch

XML

10. Design XML Schema for the given company database

Department ( deptName, deptNo, deptManagerSSN, deptManagerStartDate, deptLocation )
Employee ( empName, empSSN, empSex, empSalary, empBirthDate, empDeptNo,
empSupervisorSSN, empAddress, empWorksOn)

Project ( projName, projNo, projLocation, projDeptNo, projWorker )
a. Implement the following queries using XQuery and XPath

i. Retrieve the department name, manager name, and manager salary for every department’

ii. Retrieve the employee name, supervisor name and employee salary for each employee who

works in the Research Department.

iii. Retrieve the project name, controlling department name, number of employees and total hours

worked per week on the project for each project.

iv. Retrieve the project name, controlling department name, number of employees and total hours

worked per week on the project for each project with more than one employee working on it

b. Implement a storage structure for storing XML database and test with the above schema.
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BASIC COMMANDZ -- USEFUL
FOR LAB
SQL – STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE
Tables

In relational database systems (DBS) data are represented using tables (relations).
A query issued against the DBS also results in a table.
A table has the following structure:
Column 1

Column 2

...

Column n
Tuple

...

...

...

...

A table is uniquely identified by its name and consists of rows that contain the stored information, each row
containing exactly one tuple (or record). A table can have one or more columns.

A column is made up of a column name and a data type, and it describes an attribute of the tuples. The structure
of a table, also called relation schema, thus is defined by its attributes.

The type of information to be stored in a table is defined by the data types of the attributes at table creation
time.

SQL uses the terms table, row, and column for relation, tuple, and attribute, respectively.
Oracle offers the following basic data types:
•
char(n): Fixed-length character data (string), n characters long. The maximum size for n is 255 bytes
(2000 in Oracle8). Note that a string of type char is always padded on right with blanks to full length of n. (+
can be memory consuming).

Example: char(40)

•
varchar2(n): Variable-length character string. The maximum size for n is 2000 (4000 in Oracle8). Only
the bytes used for a string require storage.

Example: varchar2(80)
•
number(o, d): Numeric data type for integers and reals. o = overall number of digits, d = number of
digits to the right of the decimal point.
Maximum values: o =38, d= −84 to +127. Examples: number(8), number(5,2)
Note that, e.g., number(5,2) cannot contain anything larger than 999.99 without resulting in an error. Data
types derived from number are int[eger], dec[imal], smallint and real.
•

date: Date data type for storing date and time.

The default format for a date is: DD-MMM-YY. Examples: ’13-OCT-94’, ’07-JAN-98’

• long: Character data up to a length of 2GB. Only one long column is allowed per table.
Note:
In Oracle-SQL there is no data type boolean. It can, however, be simulated by using either char(1) or
number(1).
As long as no constraint restricts the possible values of an attribute, it may have the special value null (for
unknown). This value is different from the number 0, and it is also different from the empty string ’’.
Further properties of tables are:
• The order in which tuples appear in a table is not relevant (unless a query requires an explicit sorting).
• A table has no duplicate tuples (depending on the query, however, duplicate tuples can appear in the
query result).

STUDY- DATA DEFINITION IN SQL
Creating Tables
The SQL command for creating an empty table has the following form:

create table <table> (
<column 1> <data type> [not null] [unique] [<column constraint>],
.........
<column n> <data type> [not null] [unique] [<column constraint>],
[<table constraint(s)>]
);

For each column, a name and a data type must be specified and the column name must be unique within the
table definition. Column definitions are separated by comma. There is no difference between names in lower
case letters and names in upper case letters. In fact, the only place where upper and lower case letters matter
are strings comparisons.
A not null constraint is directly specified after the data type of the column and the constraint requires defined
attribute values for that column, different from null.
Unless the condition not null is also specified for this column, the attribute value null is allowed and two tuples
having the attribute value null for this column do not violate the constraint.
The keyword unique specifies that no two tuples can have the same attribute value for this column.

Checklist for Creating Tables
The following provides a small checklist for the issues that need to be considered before creating a table.
• What are the attributes of the tuples to be stored? What are the data types of the attributes?Should
varchar2 be used instead of char?

• Which columns build the primary key?

• Which columns do (not) allow null values? Which columns do (not) allow duplicates?

• Are there default values for certain columns that allow null values?

Modifying Table and Column Definitions
It is possible to modify the structure of a table (the relation schema) even if rows have already been inserted
into this table.
A column can be added using the alter table command

alter table <table>

add(<column> <data type> [default <value>] [<column constraint>]);

If more than only one column should be added at one time, respective add clauses need to be
separated by colons. A table constraint can be added to a table using

alter table <table> add (<table constraint>);

Note:

A column constraint is a table constraint, too. not null and primary key constraints can only be added to a table
if none of the specified columns contains a null value. Table definitions can be modified in an analogous way.
This is useful, e.g., when the size of strings that can be stored needs to be increased. The syntax of the
command for modifying a column is

alter table <table>

modify(<column> [<data type>] [default <value>] [<column constraint>]);

Note:

In earlier versions of Oracle it is not possible to delete single columns from a table definition. A workaround is
to create a temporary table and to copy respective columns and rows into this new table.

Renaming a Table
A table can be renamed using the rename command.
rename <old table name> to <new table name>;
Deleting a Table
A table and its rows can be deleted by issuing the command
drop table <table> [cascade constraints];

STUDY - DATA MANIPULATION LANGUAGE (DML)
After a table has been created using the create table command, tuples can be inserted into the
table, or tuples can be deleted or modified.
Insertions
The most simple way to insert a tuple into a table is to use the insert statement
insert into <table> [(<column i, . . . , column j>)]
values (<value i, . . . , value j>);

For each of the listed columns, a corresponding (matching) value must be specified. Thus an insertion does
not necessarily have to follow the order of the attributes as specified in the create table statement. If a column
is omitted, the value null is inserted instead. If no column list is given, however, for each column as defined in
the create table statement a value must be given.
If there are already some data in other tables, these data can be used for insertions into a new table. For this,
we write a query whose result is a set of tuples to be inserted. Such an insert statement has the form
insert into <table> [(<column i, . . . , column j>)] <query>
Updates
For modifying attribute values of (some) tuples in a table, we use the update statement:
update <table> set
<column i> = <expression i>, . . . , <column j> = <expression j>
[where <condition>];

An expression consists of either a constant (new value), an arithmetic or string operation, or an
SQL query.

Note: that the new value to assign to <column i> must a matching data type.
An update statement without a where clause results in changing respective attributes of all
tuples in the specified table. Typically, however, only a (small) portion of the table requires an update.
Deletions
All or selected tuples can be deleted from a table using the delete command:

delete from <table> [where <condition>];

If the where clause is omitted, all tuples are deleted from the table. An alternative command for deleting all
tuples from a table is the truncate table <table> command. However, in this case, the deletions cannot be
undone. Selections
Selecting Columns
The columns to be selected from a table are specified after the keyword select. This operation is
also called projection.
The query

select <column i, . . . , column j> from <table>;
lists only the attribute values of specified columns for each tuple from the denoted relation.
If all columns should be selected, the asterisk symbol “ * “ can be used to denote all attributes.
The query
select * from <table>;

retrieves all tuples with all columns from the table.
Instead of an attribute name, the select clause may also contain arithmetic expressions involving arithmetic
operators etc.
The query
Select <column I > * 1.55 from <table>;
retrieves all tuples with column specified as a product with the specified number from the table.
For the different data types supported in Oracle, several operators and functions are provided:
• for numbers: abs, cos, sin, exp, log, power, mod, sqrt, +,−, _, /, . . .

• for strings: chr, concat(string1, string2), lower, upper, replace(string, search string,
replacement string), translate, substr(string, m, n), length, to date, . . .
• for the date data type: add month, month between, next day, to char, . . .
Inserting the keyword distinct after the keyword select, duplicate result tuples are automatically
eliminated.

Select distinct <column i> from <table>;

Order by
It is also possible to specify a sorting order in which the result tuples of a query are displayed. For this the
order by clause is used and which has one or more attributes listed in the select clause as parameter, desc
specifies a descending order and asc specifies an ascending order (this is also the default order). The query

Select <column i, . . . , column j>
From <table>
Order by <column i> [asc], <column j> desc;

displays the result in an ascending order by the attribute <column i>. If two tuples have the same attribute
value, the sorting criteria is a descending order by the attribute values of
<column j>.
Selection of Tuples
Where
To conditionally select the datas from a table, we use the where keyword.
The syntax is as follows:
Select <column name>
From <table>
Where "condition"
And Or
the where keyword can be used to conditionally select data from a table. This condition can be a simple
condition (like the one presented in the previous section), or it can be a compound condition. Compound
conditions are made up of multiple simple conditions connected by AND or OR. There is no limit to the number
of simple conditions that can be present in a single SQL statement.

The syntax for a compound condition is as follows:
Select "column_name"
From "table_name"
Where "simple condition"
{[AND|OR] "simple condition"}+
The {}+ means that the expression inside the bracket will occur one or more times. Note that AND and OR
can be used interchangeably. In addition, we may use the parenthesis sign () to indicate the order of the
condition.
IN Keyword
The IN keyword, when used with where in this context, we know exactly the value of the returned values we
want to see for at least one of the columns. The syntax for using the IN keyword is as follows:
Select <column name>
From <table>
Where <column name> IN ('value1', ‘value2’ ...)

The number of values in the parenthesis can be one or more, with each values separated by comma. Values
can be numerical or characters. If there is only one value inside the parenthesis, this commend is equivalent
to
Select <column name>
From <table>
Where <column name> NOT IN ('value1', ‘value2’ ...)
Between
Whereas the IN keyword help people to limit the selection criteria to one or more
discrete values, the BETWEEN keyword allows for selecting a range.
The syntax for the BETWEEN clause is as follows:
Select <column name>
From <table>
Where <column name> BETWEEN 'value1' AND 'value2'
This will select all rows whose column has a value between 'value1' and 'value2'.
For all data types, the comparison operators =, != or <>,<, >,<=, => are allowed in the conditions of a where
clause.
For a tuple to be selected there must (not) exist a defined value for this column.
value: <column> is [not] null
Note: The operations = null and ! = null are not defined!
Domain conditions: <column> [not] between <lower bound> and <upper bound>

Delete
To delete particular entries of table when satisfies a particular condition
The syntax for the Delete is as follows:
Delete from <table> where <condition>;

STUDY- CONSTRAINTS
Constraints are used to limit the type of data that can go into a table. Such constraints can be specified
when the table is first created via the CREATE TABLE statement, or after the table is already created via the
ALTER TABLE statement.
Common types of constraints include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

NOT NULL Constraint: Ensures that a column cannot have NULL value.
DEFAULT Constraint: Provides a default value for a column when none is specified.
UNIQUE Constraint: Ensures that all values in a column are different.
CHECK Constraint: Makes sure that all values in a column satisfy certain criteria.
PRIMARY KEY Constraint: Used to uniquely identify a row in the table.
FOREIGN KEY Constraint: Used to ensure referential integrity of the data.

NOT NULL Constraint
By default, a column can hold NULL. If you not want to allow NULL value in a column,
you will want to place a constraint on this column specifying that NULL is now not an allowable value.
The syntax to be used is
Create table <table> (
<column 1> <data type> [NOT NULL] [<column constraint>],
.........
<column n> <data type> [NOT NULL] [<column constraint>],
);
DEFAULT Constraint
The DEFAULT constraint provides a default value to a column when the INSERT INTO statement does not
provide a specific value.
The syntax used is
Create table <table> ( <column
1> <data type>,
.........
<column n> <data type>,
<column n> <data type> DEFAULT value
);

UNIQUE Constraint
The UNIQUE constraint ensures that all values in a column are distinct.
The syntax used is
Create table <table> (
<column 1> <data type> UNIQUE,
.........
<column n> <data type>
);

CHECK Constraint
The CHECK constraint ensures that all values in a column satisfy certain conditions. Once
defined, the database will only insert a new row or update an existing row if the new value satisfies the CHECK
constraint. The CHECK constraint is used to ensure data quality. The syntax used is
Create table <table> (
<column 1> <data type> CHECK <condition>,
.........
<column n> <data type>
);

PRIMARY KEY Constraint
A primary key is used to uniquely identify each row in a table. It can either be part of
the actual record itself, or it can be an artificial field (one that has nothing to do with the actual record). A
primary key can consist of one or more fields on a table. When multiple fields are used as a primary key,
they are called a composite key.
Primary keys can be specified either when the table is created (using CREATE TABLE) or by changing the
existing table structure (using ALTER TABLE). The syntax used is
Create table <table> (
<column 1> <data type> PRIMARY KEY,
.........
<column n> <data type>
);
Or
Create table <table> ( <column
1> <data type>,
.........
<column n> <data type>
);
Alter table Customer ADD PRIMARY KEY <column name>;

Note: Before using the ALTER TABLE command to add a primary key, you'll need to make sure that the field
is defined as 'NOT NULL' -- in other words, NULL cannot be an accepted value for that field.
FOREIGN KEY Constraint
A foreign key is a field (or fields) that points to the primary key of another table. The
purpose of the foreign key is to ensure referential integrity of the data. In other words, only values that are
supposed to appear in the database are permitted.
The syntax used is
Create table <table> (
<column 1> <data type> PRIMARY KEY,
.........
<column n> <data type>
);
Create table <table1> (
<column 1> <data type> PRIMARY KEY,
.........
<column m> <data type> REFERENCES <table>
);
Or
Create table <table> (
<column 1> <data type> PRIMARY KEY,
.........
<column n> <data type>
);
Create table <table1> (
<column 1> <data type> PRIMARY KEY,
.........
<column m> <data type>
);
Alter table <table1>
ADD (CONSTRAINT fk_<table1>) FOREIGN KEY <column m> REFERENCES <table>(column n);

STUDY- JOINS
This is a binary operation that allows two relations to combine certain selections and cartesian product into
one resulting relation.
TYPES OF JOIN
- Inner join
- Outer join

INNER - JOIN
Here, join operation forms a cartesian product of two relation’s arguments, performs a selection forcing
equality on those attributes that appear in both relation schemes and finally removes duplicate attributes. Also, this
is referred as inner join.
The query

Select *
From <table1>,<table2>
Where table1.column i = table2.column i;

OUTER – JOIN
The outer-join operation is an extension of the join operation to deal with missing information.
There are three forms of outer – join
•
•

join

Left outer – join
Right outer –
Full outer – join

Left Outer – Join
This takes all tuples in the left relation that did not match with any tuple in the right relation, pads the tuples
with null values for all other attributes from the right relation and adds them to the result of the join operation.
The query

Select *
From <table1>,<table2>
Where table1.column i(+) = table2.column i;
Right Outer – Join
This takes all tuples in the right relation that did not match with any tuple in the left relation, pads the tuples
with null values for all other attributes from the left relation and adds them to the result of the join operation.
Select *
From <table1>,<table2>
Where table1.column i = table2.column i(+);
Full Outer – Join
This pads tuples from the left relation that did not match any from the right relation, as well as tuples from the
right relation that did not match any from the left relation and adds them to the resultant relation.
Note: The syntax for performing an outer join in SQL is database-dependent. In Oracle, we will place an "(+)"
in the WHERE clause on the other side of the table for which we want to include all the rows.

STUDY-VIEWS
A view is a virtual table. A view consists of rows and columns just like a table. The difference
between a view and a table is that views are definitions built on top of other tables (or views), and do not hold
data themselves. If data is changing in the underlying table, the same change is reflected in the view. A view
can be built on top of a single table or multiple tables. It can also be built on top of another view.
Views are allowed to use one of the following constructs in the view definition:
•
•
•

Joins
Aggregate function such as sum, min, max etc.
Set-valued subqueries (in, any, all) or test for existence (exists)
Group by clause or distinct clause

Views are classified as
•

Read – Only views

Updatable views

Read – Only Views
These views are created from multiple relations.
Updatable Views
These views are created from individual relation.
Views offer the following advantages:
1.
Ease of use: A view hides the complexity of the database tables from end users. Essentially we can
think of views as a layer of abstraction on top of the database tables.
2.

Space savings: Views takes very little space to store, since they do not store actual data.

3.
Additional data security: Views can include only certain columns in the table so that only the
nonsensitive columns are included and exposed to the end user. In addition, some databases allow views to
have different security settings, thus hiding sensitive data from prying eyes.
CREATE VIEW
A view can be created using command create.The syntax

Create view <view name> AS <SQL Select Statement> (constraint<name>);

DELETE VIEW
A view can be deleted using the command drop.
The syntax
Drop view <view-name>;

STUDY- NESTED QUERIES
A query result can also be used in a condition of a where clause. In such a case the query is called a
subquery and the complete select statement is called a nested query.
A respective condition in the where clause then can have one of the following forms:
1. Set-valued subqueries
<expression> [not] in (<subquery>)
<expression> <comparison operator> [any|all] (<subquery>)

An <expression> can either be a column or a computed value.
2. Test for (non)existence
[not] exists (<subquery>)

In a where clause conditions using sub queries can be combined arbitrarily by using the logical connectives
and and or.
Conditions of the form <expression> <comparison operator> [any|all] <subquery> are used to
compare a given <expression> with each value selected by <subquery>.
•

For the clause any, the condition evaluates to true if there exists at least on row selected by the

subquery for which the comparison holds. If the subquery yields an empty result set, the condition is not
satisfied.
•

For the clause all, in contrast, the condition evaluates to true if for all rows selected by the subquery

the comparison holds. In this case the condition evaluates to true if the subquery does not yield any row or
value.
For all and any, the following equivalences hold:
in , = any not in , <>
all or != all
Often a query result depends on whether certain rows do (not) exist in (other) tables. Such type of queries is
formulated using the exists operator.

STUDY- SET OPERATIONS
Sometimes it is useful to combine query results from two or more queries into a single result.
SQL supports three set operators which have the pattern:
<query 1> <set operator> <query 2>
The set operators are:
• union [all] returns a table consisting of all rows either appearing in the result of <query1> or in the
result of <query 2>.
Duplicates are automatically eliminated unless the clause all is used.
• intersect returns all rows that appear in both results <query 1> and <query 2>.
• minus returns those rows that appear in the result of <query 1> but not in the result of <query 2>.

STUDY- CURSORS
A cursor is a SELECT statement that is defined within the declaration section of your PLSQL code. We'll
take a look at three different syntaxes for cursors.
A cursor must be declared and opened before it can be used, and it must be closed to deactivate it after it is
no longer required. Once the cursor has been opened, the rows of the query result can be retrieved one at a
time using a FETCH statement.
DECLARE CURSOR
The DECLARE CURSOR statement defines the specific SELECT to be performed and associates a cursor
name with the query.
Cursor without parameters
The basic syntax for a cursor without parameters is:

CURSOR cursor_name
IS
SELECT_statement;
Cursor with parameters
The basic syntax for a cursor with parameters is:

CURSOR cursor_name (parameter_list)
IS
SELECT_statement;

OPEN CURSOR
The OPEN statement executes the query and identifies all the rows that satisfy the query search condition,
and positions the cursor before the first row of this result table.
Syntax
OPEN <cursor name>;
FETCH CURSOR
The FETCH statement retrieves the next row of the active set.
Syntax
FETCH <cursor name>
INTO {host variable [indicator var i],[]}

CLOSE CURSOR
The CLOSE statement is used to close the cursor that is currently open.
Syntax
CLOSE <cursor name>

STUDY- CONTROL STRUCTURES
IF STATEMENTS
The structure of the PL/SQL IF statement is similar to the structure of IF statements in other procedural
languages. It allows PL/SQL to perform actions selectively based on conditions.
There are three forms of IF statements:
IF-THEN-END IF
Syntax:
IF condition THEN
Statements; END IF;

IF-THEN-ELSE-END IF
Syntax:
IF condition THEN
Statement 1;
ELSE
Statement 2;
END IF;

IF-THEN-ELSIF-END IF
Syntax:

IF condition THEN
Statement 1;
[ELSIF condition THEN
Statement 2;]
……
[ELSIF
Statements n;]
END IF;
If

FOR
the condition is FALSE or NULL, PL/SQL ignores the statements in the IF block. In either case, control
resumes at the next statement in the program following the END IF.
FOR the
The

LOOP
loops have the general structure as the basic loop. In addition they have a control statement before
LOOP keyword to determine the number of iterations that PL/SQL performs.

syntax for the for loop is
FOR counter IN [REVERSE]
Lower_bound…..upper_bound LOOP
Statement 1;
Statement 2;
END LOOP;
COUNTER – An explicitly declared integer whose value automatically increases by 1 on each iteration of
the loop until the upper or lower bound is reached.
REVERSE – Causes the counter to decrement with each iteration from the upper bound to the lower bound.
LOWER_BOUND – The lower bound for the range of counter values.
UPPER_BOUND – The upper bound for the range of counter values.

WHILE LOOP
The WHILE loop is used to repeat a sequence of statements until the controlling condition is no longer true.
The condition is evaluated at the start of each iteration. The loop terminates when the condition is false. If the
condition is false at the start of the loop, then no futher iterations are performed.
The syntax for while loop is

WHILE condition LOOP Statement
1;
Statement 2; END
LOOP;

STUDY- PROCEDURES
The syntax for a procedure is:
CREATE [OR REPLACE] PROCEDURE procedure_name
[ (parameter [,parameter]) ]
IS
[declaration_section]
BEGIN
executable_section
[EXCEPTION
exception_section]
END [procedure_name];
When you create a procedure or function, you may define parameters. There are three types of parameters
that can be declared:
1. IN - The parameter can be referenced by the procedure or function. The value of the parameter can
not be overwritten by the procedure or function.
2. OUT - The parameter can not be referenced by the procedure or function, but the value of the
parameter can be overwritten by the procedure or function.
3. IN OUT - The parameter can be referenced by the procedure or function and the value of the
parameter can be overwritten by the procedure or function.
The optional clause or replace re-creates the procedure. A procedure can be deleted using the command
drop procedure <procedure name> .

STUDY- FUNCTIONS
The syntax for a function is:
CREATE [OR REPLACE] FUNCTION function_name
[ (parameter [,parameter]) ]
RETURN return_datatype
IS | AS
[declaration_section]
BEGIN
executable_section
[EXCEPTION
exception_section]
END [function_name];

When you create a procedure or function, you may define parameters. There are three types of parameters
that can be declared:
1. IN – The parameter can be referenced by the procedure or function. The value of the parameter can
not be overwritten by the procedure or function.
2. OUT – The parameter can not be referenced by the procedure or function, but the value of the
parameter can be overwritten by the procedure or function.
3. IN OUT – The parameter can be referenced by the procedure or function and the value of the
parameter can be overwritten by the procedure or function.
The optional clause or replace re-creates the function. A function can be deleted using the command drop
function <function name>.

AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS (BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS)
Aggregate functions are statistical functions such as count, min, max etc. They are used to compute a single
value from a set of attribute values of a column.
AVG Function
SQL uses the AVG function to calculate the average of a column.
The syntax for using this function is,

Select AVG <column name> from
<table>
SUM Function
The SUM function is used to calculate the total for a column.
The syntax is,

Select SUM<column name> from
<table>

MIN Function
SQL uses the MIN function to find the maximum value in a column.
The syntax for using the MIN function is,
Select MIN<column name> from
<table>
MAX Function
SQL uses the MAX function to find the maximum value in a column.
The syntax for using the MAX function is,
Select MAX <column name> from
<table>
COUNT Function
Another arithmetic function is COUNT. This allows us to COUNT up the number of
row in a certain table.
The syntax is,
Select COUNT <column name> from
<table>
VARIANCE Function
SQL uses the VARIAVCE function to find the variance value of a column.
The syntax for using the VARIAVCE function is,
Select VARIAVCE <column name> from
<table>

STANDARD DEVIATION Function
SQL uses the STDDEV function to find the standard deviation of a column.
The syntax for using the STDDEV function is,
Select STDDEV <column name> from
<table>
GROUP BY Function
Often applications require grouping rows that have certain properties and then applying an aggregate function
on one column for each group separately. For this, SQL provides the clause group by <group

column(s)>. This clause appears after the where clause and must refer to columns of tables listed in the from
clause.
The syntax for using the GROUP BY function is,
select <column(s)> from
<table(s)> where <condition>
group by <group column(s)>;

HAVING CLAUSE
The HAVING clause, which is reserved for aggregate functions. The HAVING clause is typically placed near
the end of the SQL statement, and a SQL statement with the HAVING clause may or may not include the
GROUP BY clause.
select <column(s)> from
<table(s)> where <condition>
group by <group column(s)>
[having <group condition(s)>];

Note:
A query containing a group by clause is processed in the following way:
1. Select all rows that satisfy the condition specified in the where clause.
2. From these rows form groups according to the group by clause.
3. Discard all groups that do not satisfy the condition in the having clause.
4. Apply aggregate functions to each group.
5. Retrieve values for the columns and aggregations listed in the select clause.

STUDY- TRIGGERS
Complex integrity constraints that refer to several tables and attributes (as they are known as
assertions in the SQL standard) cannot be specified within table definitions.
Triggers, in contrast, provide a procedural technique to specify and maintain integrity constraints.
Triggers even allow users to specify more complex integrity constraints since a trigger essentially is a PL/SQL
procedure. Such a procedure is associated with a table and is automatically called by the database system
whenever a certain modification (event) occurs on that table. Modifications on a table may include insert,
update, and delete operations.

Structure of Triggers
A trigger definition consists of the following (optional) components:
• trigger name

create [or replace] trigger <trigger name>
• trigger time point
before | after
• triggering event(s)

insert or update [of <column(s)>] or delete on <table>
• trigger type (optional)
for each row
• trigger restriction (only for for each row triggers !)
when (<condition>)
• trigger body
<PL/SQL block>
Below is the syntax for creating a trigger in Oracle
CREATE [OR REPLACE] TRIGGER <trigger_name>
{BEFORE|AFTER} {INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE} ON <table_name>
[REFERENCING [NEW AS <new_row_name>] [OLD AS <old_row_name>]]
[FOR EACH ROW [WHEN (<trigger_condition>)]]
<trigger_body>
Some important points to note:
•

You can create only BEFORE and AFTER triggers for tables. (INSTEAD OF triggers are only available
for views; typically they are used to implement view updates.)

•

You may specify up to three triggering events using the keyword OR. Furthermore, UPDATE can be
optionally followed by the keyword OF and a list of attribute(s) in <table_name>. If present, the OF
clause defines the event to be only an update of the attribute(s) listed after OF.

Here are some examples:

... INSERT ON R ...
... INSERT OR DELETE OR UPDATE ON R ...
…UPDATE OF A, B OR INSERT ON R ...
•
If FOR EACH ROW option is specified, the trigger is row-level; otherwise, the trigger is statementlevel.

•

Only for row-level triggers:
o The special variables NEW and OLD are available to refer to new and old tuples respectively.

Note: In the trigger body, NEW and OLD must be preceded by a colon (":"), but in the WHEN
clause, they do not have a preceding colon! See example below.
o
o

•

The REFERENCING clause can be used to assign aliases to the variables NEW and OLD.
A trigger restriction can be specified in the WHEN clause, enclosed by parentheses. The
trigger restriction is a SQL condition that must be satisfied in order for Oracle to fire the trigger.
This condition cannot contain subqueries. Without the WHEN clause, the trigger is fired for
each row.

<trigger_body> is a PL/SQL block, rather than sequence of SQL statements. Oracle has placed
certain restrictions on what you can do in <trigger_body>, in order to avoid situations where one
trigger performs an action that triggers a second trigger, which then triggers a third, and so on, which
could potentially create an infinite loop.

The restrictions on <trigger_body> include:
o
o

You cannot modify the same relation whose modification is the event triggering the trigger.
You cannot modify a relation connected to the triggering relation by another constraint such
as a foreign-key constraint.

The clause replace re-creates a previous trigger definition having the same <trigger name>.
The clause replace re-creates a previous trigger definition having the same <trigger name>. The
name of a trigger can be chosen arbitrarily, but it is a good programming style to use a trigger name that
reflects the table and the event(s), e.g., upd ins EMP.

A trigger can be invoked before or after the triggering event. The triggering event specifies before
(after) which operations on the table <table> the trigger is executed. A single event is an insert, an update,
or a delete; events can be combined using the logical connective or.

If for an update trigger no columns are specified, the trigger is executed after (before) <table> is
updated. If the trigger should only be executed when certain columns are updated, these columns must be
specified after the event update.

BASIC IDEA About Lab Program’s

EX NO: 1

DISTRIBUTED DATABASE FOR BOOKSTORE

Date:

AIM:

To develop and write SQL queries for a distributed database of BookStore at four sites S1, S2,
S3 and S4. The Bookstores are divided into four sites by their ZIP codes.

SQL Query:
a) Create tables and insert values into each table.

b) To find the total number of books in stock where price is between $15 and $55
SQL> SELECT ISBN, Total_stock
FROM Books
WHERE $price > 15 and $price < 55;

c) To update the book price of book No=1234 from $45 to $55 at site S3

d) To find total number of book at site S2
Eg. For Site S1 SQL> S1 = SELECT * FROM Bookstore
WHERE Zip<=25000;

EX NO: 2

DEADLOCK DETECTION FOR DISTRIBUTED DATABASE

Date:

AIM:
To implement Deadlock Detection Algorithm for Distributed Database using Wait-for Graph to
check for Deadlock.

SQL Query:

EX NO: 3

OBJECT ORIENTED UNIVERSITY DATABASE

Date:

AIM:
To design an Enhanced Entity Relationship model for University database and to write Object
Query Language (OQL) to manage the database.

SQL Query:

a) Draw the EER model for the university database taking into account all the constraints

i) To insert details into each object

create table <table> (
<column 1> <data type> [not null] [unique] [<column constraint>],
.........
<column n> <data type> [not null] [unique] [<column constraint>],
[<table constraint(s)>]
);
insert into <table> [(<column i, . . . , column j>)] values
(<value i, . . . , value j>);

ii) To display Employee details

iii) To display Student details

iv) To modify Person details

v) To delete Person details

b) Extend the EER model for the university database by considering the additional generalization and
specialization constraints given in the question.

PARALLEL DATABASE – UNIVERSITY COUNSELLING FOR

EX NO: 4

ENGINEERING COLLEGES
Date:

AIM:
To implement University Counselling for Engineering Colleges using Parallel Database.
PARALLEL DATABASE:
A variety of hardware architectures allow multiple computers to share access to data, software, or
peripheral devices. A Parallel Database is designed to take advantage of such architectures by running
multiple instances which "share" a single physical database. In appropriate applications, a parallel server
can allow access to a single database by users on multiple machines, with increased performance.

SQL Query:

In this exercise, the College details, Department details and Vacancy Details are maintained in 3
different sites. By using the information from these 3 sites, seats can be allocated to a student using Parallel
Query Processing.

Example 1:

The following simple statement parallelizes the creation of a table and stores the result in a
compressed format, using table compression:

CREATE TABLE hr.admin_emp_dept
PARALLEL COMPRESS

AS SELECT * FROM hr.employees
WHERE department_id = 10;
In this case, the PARALLEL clause tells the database to select an optimum number of parallel execution
servers when creating the table.

Example 2:

An example of parallel query with intra- and inter-operation parallelism, consider a more complex
query:

SELECT /*+ PARALLEL(employees 4) PARALLEL(departments 4) USE_HASH(employees)
ORDERED */
MAX(salary), AVG(salary)
FROM employees, departments
WHERE employees.department_id = departments.department_id
GROUP BY employees.department_id;

EX NO: 5

PARALLEL JOIN AND PARALLEL SORT ALGORITHM

Date:

AIM:
To implement parallel join and parallel sort algorithms to get marks marks from different colleges
and publish 10 ranks for each discipline.

PARALLEL JOIN & PARALLEL SORT:

A parallel join is a method that combines rows from two tables using multi-threading for sorting
and match merging to create final output, the goal of which is to reduce the total time required to
complete the task. The Parallel Join facility can handle multiple character columns, numeric columns or
combinations of character and numeric columns that are joined between pairs of tables. Numeric
columns do not need to be of the same width to act as a join key, but character columns must be of the
same width in order to be a join key.

Parallel Sort-Merge Method:

The parallel sort-merge join method first performs a parallel sort to order the data, and then merges the
sorted tables in parallel. During the merge, the facility concurrently joins multiple rows from one table with the
corresponding rows in the other table.

SQL Query:

Example 1:

The first parallel join example is a basic SQL query that creates a pair-wise join of two Server tables, table1

and table2.
CREATE TABLE junk as
SELECT *

from

path1.table1 a,
path1.table2 b
where a.i = b.i;
Exam ple 2:
This example creates a table which is the result of union of two parallel joins and this example shows
how the sort merges are used for the joins.
CREATE TABLE junk as
SELECT *
from path1.table1 a,
path1.table2 b
where a.i = b.i
UNION
SELECT * from path1.dansjunk3
c, path1.dansjunk4 d
where c.i = d.i;

Example 3:
The Parallel Join Facility also includes enhancements for data summarization by using GROUP BY
technique. The following example shows the combined use of both the parallel join and parallel GROUP BY
methods.

CREATE TABLE junk as
SELECT a.c, b.d, sum(b.e)
from path1.table1 a,
path1.table2 b

where a.i

= b.i
GROUP BY a.d, b.d;

EX NO: 6

ACTIVE DATABASE – TRIGGERS AND ASSERTIONS FOR

Date:

BANK DATABASE & ADMISSION DATABASE

AIM:
To create Triggers and Assertions for Bank Database handling deposits and loan and for Admission
Database handling seat allocation and vacancy position.

SQL Query:
a. When a deposit is made by a customer, create a trigger for updating customers account and bank account.

b. When a loan is issued to the customer, create a trigger for updating customer’s loan account and bank account.

c. Create assertion for bank database so that the total loan amount does not exceed the total balance in the bank.
Example:
create assertion sum-constraint check
(not exists (select * from branch
where (select sum(amount) from loan
where loan.branch-name =

branch.branch-name)

>= (select sum(amount) from account
where loan.branch-name = branch.branch-name)))

d. When an admission is made, create a trigger for updating the seat allocation details and vacancy position.

EX NO: 7

DEDUCTIVE DATABASE – FAMILY RELATIONS

Date:

AIM:
To construct a knowledge database for kinship domain and to build relationships using rules.

Association Rules:

The rules must be extracted for the following:

Parent, Sibling, Brother, Sister, Child, Daughter, Son, Spouse, Wife, husband,

Grandparent, Grandchild, Cousin, Aunt and Uncle.

EX NO: 8

STUDY OF WEKA TOOL

Date:

AIM:

To study and work with WEKA tool classification and clustering algorithms using training dataset and test dataset.

Classification and Clustering:

Form the different clusters and classify the given data into different classes with the help of WEKA tool.

Age

Income

Student

Credit
rating

Class – Buy’s

RID
1

Youth

High

No

Fair

No

Youth

High

No

Excellent

No

High

No

Fair

Yes

2

3 Middle_aged

Computer

4

Senior

Medium

No

Fair

Yes

5

Senior

Low

Yes

Fair

Yes

6

Senior

Low

Yes

Excellent

No

Low

Yes

Excellent

Yes

7 Middle_aged
8

Youth

Medium

No

Fair

No

9

Youth

Low

Yes

Fair

Yes

10

Senior

Medium

Yes

Fair

Yes

11

Youth

Medium

Yes

Excellent

Yes

12

Middle_aged

Medium

No

Excellent

Yes

13

Middle_aged

High

Yes

Fair

Yes

Medium

No

Excellent

No

14

Senior

EX NO: 9

QUERY PROCESSING

Date:

AIM:
To implement Query Optimizer with Relational Algebraic expression construction and execution plan
generation for choosing an efficient execution strategy for processing the given query.

Relational Algebra Notations:

A(e) attributes of the tuples produces by e
F(e) free variables of the expression e
binary operators e1_e2 usually require A(e1) = A(e2)
e1 [ e2 union, fxjx 2 e1 _ x 2 e2g
e1 \ e2 intersection, fxjx 2 e1 ^ x 2 e2g
e1 n e2 di_erence, fxjx 2 e1 ^ x 62 e2g
_a!b(e) rename, fx _ (b : x:a) n (a : x:a)jx 2 eg
_A(e) projection, f_a2A(a : x:a)jx 2 eg
e1 _ e2 product, fx _ yjx 2 e1 ^ y 2 e2g
_p(e) selection, fxjx 2 e ^ p(x)g

e1 pe2 join, fx _ yjx 2 e1 ^ y 2 e2 ^ p(x _ y)g

Additional derived operators:
e1 e2 natural join, fx _ yjA(e2)nA(e1)jx 2 e1 ^ y 2 e2 ^ x =jA(e1)\A(e2) yg e1 _
e2 division, fxjA(e1)nA(e2)jx 2 e1 ^ 8y 2 e2 : x =jA(e1)\A(e2) yg
e1 pe2 semi-join, fxjx 2 e1 ^ 9y 2 e2 : p(x _ y)g
e1 pe2 anti-join, fxjx 2 e1^ 6 9y 2 e2 : p(x _ y)g
e1 pe2 outer-join, (e1 pe2) [ fx _ _a2A(e2)(a : null)jx 2 (e1 pe2)g

e1 pe2 full outer-join, (e1 pe2) [ (e2 pe1)
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